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I. Introduction

Latin America scholars have largely neglected the constructivist role of legal discourse as it relates to the region's national legal systems. This dimension of law includes the range of traditional legal scholarship in all its various stripes. It also extends to other forms of legal writing, including expert consultant reports, multidisciplinary studies, and transnational work. An example of the latter is Lesley McAllister's *Making Law Matter: Environmental Protection and Legal Institutions in Brazil*, featured in this symposium edition. The present Essay—while not a review of her book—explores the broader area in which she writes: namely, Latin American legal transnationalism. My general observations of the field, here, are not meant as specific comments on Professor McAllister’s work. Rather, at certain points, I refer to sections of her book as examples of the ways in which transnational scholars grapple with some of the issues identified below.

My primary objective is to examine several characteristic limitations of contemporary transnational writing on law in Latin America. Indeed, this *George Washington International Law Review* symposium offers a welcome opportunity to reflect on legal transnationalism. Certainly, writing about law in Latin America takes many different approaches, positions, and styles. Much of this is no doubt idiosyncratic to individual authors. At the same time, much of this literature fits quite a similar form. Disappointingly, the tendency is to replay a standard set of conventions, surface explanations, and general diagnoses of the problem of law in Latin
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America. This rather reduced spectrum is surely due to the normal difficulties attendant to comparative work, such as language barriers, stylistic differences, institutional dissimilarities, and functional disanalogies. Transnational commentators are certainly faced with a difficult task.

Yet, beyond the basic constraints, certain epistemic disconnects also limit wider engagement. Simply put, certain idées fixes and automatic reflexes have the effect of truncating fuller debate over questions of law in Latin America. The former significantly displaces wider discussions over alternative policies, competing interests, and the distributional impact of rules and institutions. Transnationalism, advanced in this way, privileges a narrow set of diagnoses, positions, and prescriptions. Rather than breadth, transparency, and alternatives, the commonly accepted forms limit the very contribution of transnationalists. Some of these same disconnects may be perceived in comparative work generally or in relation to other places. Nonetheless, the combination of conventions described in more detail below is particularly salient with respect to Latin America.

Of course, contestable generalizations, distorting simplifications, and unconscious projections are inevitable features of any communicative form—especially across wide power differentials. Turned into convention, however, their repeated reassertion solidifies a skewed perception, in this case of law in Latin America.\(^3\) The overall impact, as it turns out, is fewer legal-institution-building benefits than could be expected from international expert attention and resources expended on the region. Certainly, a tandem practice of persistent critique may, in specific cases, provide a corrective of sorts. This Essay, itself, could be seen as such an example. My aim, though, is not simply a round of criticism and re-representation in the same mode. Rather, I propose to identify specific limitations of the prevailing transnationalism that have the effect of narrowing engagement and privileging the legal politics and policies within the dominant channels. A more engaged transnationalism could, potentially, better contribute to the collective construction, democratic reform, and ultimately acceptable performance of institutions in the area. Indeed, I argue here, transnational writing practices with respect to Latin America need not always be nega-
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tive, even though they may immediately suggest an Orientalizing, neocolonial, and hegemonic structure.\(^4\)

Notably, this Essay does not advocate any single methodology or critique related to law. It also does not argue the relative practical or political relevance of any one type of legal debate. Rather, I take the perspective that writing about law and legal institutions is constitutive of our knowledge about them and is inseparable from their operation. Legal writing shapes both the views and options of operators within and outside those entities. It also contributes significantly to the social construction of "law-ness"—by which I mean the general perception of law in a given society. In these multiple ways, legal discourse plays a significant role.

II. BACKGROUND

By way of background, traditional legal scholarship assumes certain dominant modes in specific places. In broad strokes, in Latin America—as is typical of the civil law model—the work of legal scholars comprises a formal element of those systems.\(^5\) The writings of distinguished jurists in the form of textbooks, treatises, commentaries, and articles are a subsidiary source of law.\(^6\) The doctrine—as it is known—varies from more literal expositions of the positive law to ones that are less so.\(^7\) Such legal writing is ranked along an informal hierarchy. The most prominent works appear in legal textbooks and are studied in law schools.\(^8\) Such views greatly structure legal reasoning and shape the boundaries of legal institutions. The most common critiques of this civil-law scholarship—and civilian legal reasoning generally—stress its excessive reliance on logical rationalism and conceptual formalism and the relative absence of contextual considerations.\(^9\) This general mode is quite

---


6. Merryman & Pérez-Perdomo, supra note 5, at 60.

7. See id. at 56-67; Dawson, supra note 5, at 386-400.


typically contrasted to legal analysis that is more transparent in addressing law's policies and purposes. Notably, though, the characteristics of specific places have much to do with the variety and shape of locally accepted modes of authoritative writing. European authors—as is well-known—are a significant source of law in Latin America, but they are by no means the only source. Reflecting much more particularity, legal debate is structured in quite distinct ways in national and other forums.

By comparison, in the United States, legal scholarship performs a somewhat different yet analogous function. It is not a source of law per se. Still, courts cite specific works to support a novel proposition or background theory. Law school casebooks routinely include excerpts of legal articles. And advanced law courses and seminars are based on the most cutting-edge examples. Legal practitioners also make use of scholarly writing for general background, updates on new developments, and ideas for novel theories about a case.

Mainstream writing is often critiqued as either too superficial or, conversely, too theoretical. For some critics, legal writing fails to advance far enough into the stuff of analysis. In the United States, much legal writing is limited to "case crunching," tinkering at the margins of policy and reform, and reinforcing liberal legalism. On the other end of the spectrum, for other critics, much contemporary legal writing tends to be largely irrelevant, difficult to understand, and overly theoretical. And, in fact, analyses and proposals straying more than a comfortable distance from mainstream positions are quite unlikely to be taken up by courts or practitioners.

Transnational legal writing, in turn, has some distinct features. In its simplest terms, it can consist of conventional works of com-

comparative law, foreign law, or legal area studies. Transnational scholarship along these lines typically serves the purpose of informing a home audience about another legal system. It can also provide arguments for or against particular proposals of law reform or institutional redesign—at least in jurisdictions receptive to foreign experiences. Moreover, transnational commentary may supply legal practitioners with needed information about foreign rules and procedures applicable to a multiple jurisdiction case or trans- action. It informs the substance of expert testimony on foreign law.\textsuperscript{18} In international development and aid contexts, it can significantly form the basis of country reports, project proposals, and performance assessments.\textsuperscript{19} By using the term "transnational," I do not mean to invoke a methodological difference, such as distinctions among functionalism, thick description, or side-by-side textual comparison.\textsuperscript{20} This is not an endorsement of a particular method.\textsuperscript{21} It is also not meant to describe a separate body of law, such as a realm of norms straddling national and international law.\textsuperscript{22} Rather, my intention is to draw the widest net possible on writing about law in Latin America from a transnational perspective.

\section*{III. Legal Transnationalism}

Legal transnationalism, in the sense meant here, refers to a discursive construct. It is sustained by transnational legal writing that simultaneously describes and creates a relationship between different legal systems. It also incorporates legal writing not primarily
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concerned with a foreign locale but that is, nonetheless, rendered relevant and even influential as a result of the connection. In this context, legal transnationalism in Latin America can be grouped, primarily, into separate U.S. and European axes. Some of the points made in this Essay are common to both. Yet, each has a somewhat different relationship to national legal systems in the region.

Succinctly, European transnationalism has been especially salient in jurisprudential and positive law projects over most of the twentieth century, premised on the historical and continuing connections of continental European and Latin American states.\textsuperscript{23} Traditional comparativists sustain this paradigm by reaffirming Latin America's essentially Continental European law. Moreover, the shape of this form of transnationalism derives chiefly from the very hierarchy that gives it its impetus. Latin American legal systems figure as junior members within the civilian legal family and are thus understood as simple receivers or imitators of European legal production.\textsuperscript{24} As such, European authorities not principally or even marginally concerned with Latin America furnish much of the terms of national legal discourse in the region.

At the same time, this mode of transnationalism offers certain advantages to legal operators in Latin America. It provides ostensibly nonpolitical and universal-like sources of law and legal reasoning.\textsuperscript{25} It also introduces the legal production of continental Europe as prime material for national legal debate. A "European-style" intervention within legal discourse in Latin America routinely takes one of the following forms: an annotative approach listing all the countries where a certain European model has or has not been adopted;\textsuperscript{26} a sociological turn tracking divergences from original models and describing the operation of informal or living law;\textsuperscript{27} or a discursive tack combining select European authorities to support particular legal positions within national debates.\textsuperscript{28}

My focus in this Essay, though, is principally on U.S.–Latin American legal relations. The prominence of this U.S.-legal transnation-
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The current, more subsidized version originates in Cold War politics and the 1960s Alliance for Progress attempt to keep Latin America within the U.S. sphere of influence. Specifically, the period of “law and development” of the 1960s and 1970s was the high point of U.S. scholarly attention and commentary on law in the region. In fact, some of the enduring perspectives and parameters of the ensuing transnational relationship were forged in this era. The neoliberal round of development of the 1980s and 1990s also trained significant attention on law in Latin America. This second time, it took less the form of scholarly works than expert-panel country reports, project proposals by consulting firms, and agency and foundation project evaluations. Many of these have included collaboration by experts and academics based in Latin America. Since the 1990s, international agencies, the U.S. government, and private foundations have continued to support legal reforms, with possibly less emphasis on neoliberal prescriptions and greater focus on social-justice concerns.

In brief, this sort of transnationalism appears oriented along three principal lines. National legal systems in Latin America are illiberal or failed versions of modern law. Informal or social norms are more representative of people’s actual conduct than formal state law. And legal reform with better liberal models is needed to generate development and democracy. In sum, not so unlike European transnationalism in a certain way, this paradigm offers an ostensibly nonpolitical mode of pursuing legal change and a near-universal goal. Certain legal projects can, as such, lay

34. See Esquirol, Failed Law, supra note 31.
36. See Esquirol, Failed Law, supra note 31; Esquirol, Continuing Fictions, supra note 35.
claim to rather unopposable—yet indeterminately vague— Assertions of development and democracy. And elevated by transnational standing, these positions may more easily override alternative legal-political interests at the national level not backed in the same way.

This paradigm of legal transnationalism is also maintained—for the most part indirectly—by work on law and legal institutions in other academic disciplines.\textsuperscript{37} Area studies and comparative politics at U.S. universities, in particular, have been a principal vehicle. Notably, an increasing number of Latin American-origin scholars and practitioners have come to fill these ranks, contributing to academic journals and conferences, as well as development project teams, country reports, and U.S.-government-sponsored missions. Graduate students from Latin America, some of them staying in academic or other positions in the United States, also contribute significantly.\textsuperscript{38} Taken together, all of these generate a continuing stream of legal writing and a field of discourse that is the focus of this Essay.

Transnationalism, thus broadly understood, may serve a number of functions not usually considered. It adds more "participants" to the work of national legal institutions. It provides additional authorities for legal change. It may serve to reinforce a particular paradigm of legal reasoning. And it may reproduce a conceptual arrangement advancing certain interests and limiting others. Additionally, more critical transnationalists may also challenge the parameters of available options, frameworks, and limitations of law and legal institutions. In certain cases, the blind spots, structural biases, and unintended ill-effects of dominant legal prescriptions—and their proponents—may be more easily explored from a transnational vantage point. Furthermore, these perspectives and interlocutors may contribute to fuller consideration of resource allocation, priorities, incentives, and distributional consequences of specific rules and institutional designs. As such, the transnational field—more realistically perceived—is simply another arena in which political positions compete, albeit in differently styled and frequently obscure ways.


A. Limited Engagement

The dominant U.S.–Latin America transnationalism, however, is quite limited by its own conventions. This is not an empirical claim. It is based on the particularities of the field described below. The effects are considerable though. It forces legal-political questions through the prism of accepted conventions and the current geopolitics of knowledge, suppressing certain interests and broader consideration. Moreover, in light of vast economic and political differentials, writing from the center (literally or figuratively) intrinsically carries great weight and capacity to shape international action. Thus, its representations impact the attitudes and policies that powerful U.S. and international entities may adopt. This impact is not limited to transnational audiences. It has the capacity to impress certain beliefs inordinately on commented-upon societies about their own systems of law.

Concretely, U.S.–Latin American legal transnationalism is generally limited to a circumscribed set of modes. Exchanges over law in Latin America typically consist of the following: comparing laws and legal institutions (explicitly or implicitly) to the presumed workings of law elsewhere, especially the United States; contrasting...
idealized legal models with actual material conditions on the ground; finding a lack of “penetration” of formal law in local societies and highlighting the prevalence, instead, of different informal and social norms; and diagnosing systemic deficiencies based on the self-legitimating ideology of legal liberalism. Much of this

poisoning reporting program conducted by Public Prosecutor’s office of the State of Parana and, on the U.S. side, a phone interview with an official at the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services reporting 1994 figures.)


43. See Erica Gorga, *Culture and Corporate Law Reform: A Case Study of Brazil*, 27 U. PA. J. INT’L ECON. L. 803, 812, 824 (2006) (arguing Brazil’s 2001 corporate law reform failed due to Brazilian cultural acquiescence to excessive controlling shareholder/executive personal use of corporate assets, as opposed to the presumed situation in the United States: “the ‘patrimonial’ and ‘personal’ culture, deep-seated in Brazil for centuries, is a crucial factor that restrains the development of the capital markets. . . A distinguishing cultural feature of Brazilian entrepreneurs is that they tend to extract not only pecuniary benefits, but also, and above all, non-pecuniary benefits of their ownership.”); Gesner Oliveira and Thomas Fujiwara, *Competition Policy in Developing Economies: The Case of Brazil*, 26 NW. J. INT’L L. & BUS. 619, 640-41 (2006) (advocating the creation of “competition values and culture” in Brazil, in light of pending “reduction of bureaucracy” anti-trust legislation in the Brazilian Congress).

work is certainly commendable and no doubt stems from earnest and laudable objectives. Indeed, any one of these modes is quite common to comparative law work, generally. Taken together and circumscribed to these forms, however, the repeated practice of these approaches consolidates a particular picture of law in Latin America. Indeed, most interventions in the field simply reproduce and reinforce this same basic paradigm. Notably, they also reinforce standard ideological beliefs about the operation of modern liberal law in developed countries, and they serve to legitimate the current geopolitical hierarchy of different national legal systems.

B. Mystifying and Exclusionary Politics

This construct turns actual legal debate in Latin America into an obscure object of study rather than an arena of legal/political struggle to be directly engaged. Indeed, in the ways described below, U.S. transnationalism may actually foreclose more horizontal and transparent engagement with the legal actors and the variety of political positions potentially supported in different places. As a mode of intervening in legal politics, nonetheless, it is quite effective. Indeed, its authority is based on the hierarchical political economy of U.S.-Latin American legal relations, rather than an open analysis of the range of interests concretely at stake in given Latin American polities. Thus, this transnational paradigm more characteristically preempts and displaces contending positions than it does address them.

45. But see Colin Crawford and Guilherme Pignataro, The Insistent and (Unrelenting Challenges) of Protecting Biodiversity in Brazil: Finding "The Law that Sticks, 39 U. Miami Inter-Am. L. Rev. 1 (2007) (analyzing the pros, cons, and enforcement challenges of Brazil’s “National System of Conservation Units” legislation in 2000); Patricia Maria Basseto Avalone, The Award of Punitive and Emotional Distress Damages in Breach of Contract Cases: A Comparison of the American and Brazilian Legal Systems, 8 New Eng. Int’l & Comp. L. Ann. 253, 270 (2002) (arguing against the formalistic distinction between tort and contract, common to both Brazilian and U.S. law, to advocate for more “moral damages” awards in contract cases: “This theme si (sic) emphasized both because of the importance of this remedy in providing a fair and just system of compensation to a creditor, and because every day breaches of contract constitute an offense to the moral patrimony of the persons, instead of a mere offense to their pecuniary interests.”); Stanley A. Gacek, Revisiting the Corporatist and Contractualist Models of Labor Law Regimes: A Review of the Brazilian and American Systems, 16 Cardozo L. Rev. 21 (1994) (comparing U.S. and Brazilian labor law and labor relations to contractualist and corporatist models, respectively, as to likely levels of labor militancy); Jacob Dolinger, Brazilian Supreme Court Solutions for Conflicts Between Domestic and International Law: An Exercise in Eclecticism, 22 Cap. U. L. Rev. 1041 (1993) (engaging a range of positions on the question of direct applicability of international law within the Brazilian legal system).

As such, in the context of the prevailing U.S. transnationalism, the fuller range of legal/political positions remains relatively isolated, paradoxically, in contexts of increasing internationalization and transnational involvement. Indeed, powerful transnational intervention in one legal struggle or another may squelch the relative strength, or even possibility of significant expression, of the fuller range of interests affected. Engaging the wider gamut of legal politics in Latin America is not typical of transnational analyses. Nor is it on the agenda of formal hemispheric discussions on trade or crime control, to take a couple of examples. This mode of transnationalism thus falls far short of responsive engagement with legal actors in Latin America and horizontal participation in the societal negotiations of national law and legal institutions.

C. Diverted Resources

This disjuncture of legal transnationalism is a missed opportunity to reinforce the construction and consolidation of national legal institutions through added global intellectual resources. The epistemic and strategic divides foster distancing and projection. Rather than broader and more extensive legal debate, edified instead is an instrumental conception available for interjecting legal change in the region, under the aegis of transnational knowledge production. This is especially the case in a hierarchical relationship, such as the weight of U.S. intellectual and financial resources trained on law and legal institutions in Latin America. Thus, many of the benefits that sustained attention by a wider group of participants could otherwise provide are diverted, at least in terms of the wider goal of societal "law-ness" mentioned earlier above.

IV. Disciplinary Conventions

The dominant form of U.S. transnationalism is limited by the default positions many comparativists and others repeatedly maintain about the region. In the aggregate, this vision shapes devel-


48. See generally James Gardner, Legal Imperialism: American Lawyers and Foreign Aid in Latin America (1980).

49. See Esquirol, Failed Law, supra note 31, at 76.
opment assistance efforts and internationally subsidized law reform.\textsuperscript{50} Described below are some of its more salient features.

A. Idées fixes

The consolidation of certain \textit{idées fixes} about the object of study is a significant stumbling block. Especially in a field covering twenty-some countries over the full range of legal issues and institutions, certain generalizations take precedence over more specific knowledge of contexts and situations.\textsuperscript{51} In part, overarching frameworks and generalities are the bread and butter of analytic work. At the same time, however, they produce certain distortions and stereotypes that are difficult to counteract and disentrench. The very definition of an \textit{idée fixe} is that it persists despite evidence to the contrary.

1. Underdeveloped Law

The view of a backward or imitative law is one example of an \textit{idée fixe}. Law in the region is seen as a less advanced version of European or U.S. law and methods. One scholar explains the following:

[S]o many of Latin America's institutions and so much of its legal doctrine are derived from foreign sources that it is arguable that there is little point in focusing on Latin America in a basic course in comparative law. The European countries have produced incomparably richer source materials, both primary and secondary.\textsuperscript{52}

Furthermore, law in Latin America is generally viewed as contributing to lesser development, if not viewed itself as underdeveloped.\textsuperscript{53} One example of such characterization is as follows:

The dominant perception is that Latin American countries, generally classed as underdeveloped and backward, lack a pattern of social organization sufficiently cohesive to permit a minimum basis for comparison of the role of legal institutions as an integral part of a culture.\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{50} Id.


\textsuperscript{53} Contrast Kenneth Karst & Keith Rosen, \textit{Law and Development in Latin America} 6 (1975) (stating "the dizzying profusion of laws and lawyers suggests that a more appropriate word for law in Latin America might be 'overdeveloped'.")

\textsuperscript{54} Garro, \textit{supra} note 26, at 602.
Weak economies and unstable democracies are linked to this insufficient law.\textsuperscript{55} Formal legality is thus cast as part of the problem. If anything, such insufficient law—so this thinking goes—needs to be replaced with better legal methods and institutions. As a result, it would appear completely nonsensical to engage actual doctrinal texts, to master the genres of legal debate in Latin America, or to act in relation to existing laws and institutions. Instead, the focus has been to replace them with better methods and forms. As a result, there is no apparent need to engage such law’s particularities in the many different national legal systems. Rather, if anything, the study of European law and its authors is deemed a sufficient complement to a common-law background for understanding law in the region. Still today, for example, there are few courses on law in Latin America taught in U.S. law schools.\textsuperscript{56} And some comparativists have even suggested that studying French or German law is a more productive avenue for learning about law in the region.\textsuperscript{57}

Moreover, the legal similarities and differences across Latin American countries are often viewed as, more than anything else, reflecting different encroachments on a model “rule of law.”\textsuperscript{58} As such, they are described as illegitimate politics, alternative social norms in place of law, evidence of clientelism, the gap between law and society, happenstance historical features, or differences owing to the prominence of certain individuals or events in a particular country.\textsuperscript{59} In this way, it becomes possible to speak of a general “Latin American law,” although no such thing exists.\textsuperscript{60} In the final analysis, the operative meaning of the latter merely consists of the region’s shared shortcomings measured against projected ideal types. Additionally, within this transnational field, no significant intra–Latin American engagement exists, except for possibly the

\textsuperscript{55} See generally Karst & Rosen, supra note 53; Kenneth Karst, Latin American Legal Institutions (1966).
\textsuperscript{56} Marisol Floren-Romero, Unofficial Survey of Latin America-Related Law Courses at ABA-Accredited (Including Provisionally Accredited) U.S. Law Schools (Excluding Puerto Rico) (Sept. 2008) (on file with author) (out of 196 schools, 32 listed at least one—very few listed more than one—course substantially on Latin America at their home campus. This number does not indicate how often they are actually offered.).
\textsuperscript{57} See Garro, supra note 26, at 599-601.
\textsuperscript{60} Except as the sum of Latin American state law (and/or the inter-American human rights system and isolated harmonization attempts). See generally Oquendo, supra note 10.
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occasional regional commission to draft model laws and USAID assisted efforts. Notably, individual Latin Americans often generalize their own country's particularities on the region as a whole or adopt the general conventions of the prevailing legal transnationalism, as discussed here, as a mode of engaging in this "regional" discursive key.

2. Legal Formalism

The fixed belief that the legal culture of the whole region can be explained easily by the influence of one (or a couple of) prominent European jurists is another example of an idée fixe. Probably the most salient example in modern times is the larger-than-life place accorded to Austrian legal scholar Hans Kelsen. "The greatest influence of Latin-American theory of law is presently being exercised by Hans Kelsen." The influence of this archetypal figure, it has been argued, can account for the whole of legal consciousness in the region. "The importance of the influence of Kelsen is often strongly stated and the conviction voiced that Kelsen is the jurist of the contemporary epoch." Specifically, Kelsen is credited with a very structured legal formalism, not unlike the historical nemesis of legal realism taught to U.S. law students. He is associated with a strict formal and independent legal logic—as opposed to more flexible policy considerations—in which law and legal operators fit within a lock step hierarchy of written norms.

This belief in a simple epistemology or legal consciousness—said to characterize the region—undergirds much contemporary

61. See, e.g., Langer, supra note 32, at 625-26, 642-43 (in the case cited by Langer, the intervention from the periphery depended on USAID support).
63. Contrast Esquirol, Fictions, supra note 23 (examining other mid-century currents of legal thought).
65. Id.
U.S.–Latin American transnationalism and produces an impoverished representation of the state of legal theory, diversity of approaches, and activity of jurists in the region. The image is one of a legal culture stuck in an earlier era of knowledge and skill about the law. Indeed, it is quite unjustified to believe that the whole of the region’s legal consciousness can be contained in the thought of a single theorist—no matter how postmodern one’s approach. Furthermore, as discussed in more detail below, even one individual can be interpreted and come to stand for quite different propositions. These may be marshaled with very different valences than normally associated in their home contexts.

3. Failed Law

In yet another example of an idée fixe, law in Latin America suffers from the permanent stigma of its practical ineffectiveness. “It is practically a truism to point out that both the new constitutions and the new codes [in Latin America] were ill-suited to the countries which adapted them and that the ‘grafts,’ hence, failed to ‘take.’”

In Professor McAllister’s work on environmental law enforcement in Brazil, we similarly encounter this constant within the field. We also have the benefit of her particular treatment of these ideas. Professor McAllister’s story, quite differently, is one of success—“Brazil stands out as a country where legal institutions have forged a path towards environmental rule of law”—and this is hard to reconcile with the established wisdom of the field. She notes as much, stating, “[t]his book tells an atypical story.” Her book is an empirical analysis of environmental law enforcement efforts at both the state and federal levels in two Brazilian states, São Paulo and Pará. She generally lauds the broad enforcement powers granted to public prosecutors by the 1988 constitution, and she distinguishes among levels of success in different offices.

Professor McAllister’s treatment presents one respectable approach to the disciplinary constraints noted here. She recog-
nizes the field's *idées fixes*, demonstrating her familiarity with the literature, restates them, and then works around them since they are not really supported by her own analysis. This is not to say the *idées fixes* are frontally refuted, although Professor McAllister comes close. “In Brazil,” she states, “bringing environmental law into the ambit of procuracies and courts has strengthened its implementation because legal institutions have strong reputations for integrity, political independence, and public responsiveness and because they have specialized developed knowledge and case management tools that are conducive to resolving environmental problems.”

However, in an effort to maintain disciplinary credibility, commentators are often compelled to accommodate what everyone already knows, or thinks they know, about the operation of law in Latin America. When these conflict with one’s own work, however, then the question becomes what to do with these *idées fixes*. Notably, in Professor McAllister’s work, the persistence of the *idée fixe* of failure resurfaces through the distinction she draws between legal actors and regulatory agencies in Brazil. The trope is retained but redirected to the regulatory agencies. Regulatory agencies have failed at environmental protection. By contrast, the *legal actors* (Professor McAllister’s usage)—public prosecutors—have mostly succeeded. Of course, the underlying expectation is that regulatory agencies—and not the public ministry—should provide muscular environmental enforcement, although Professor McAllister recognizes environmental agencies are weak the world over. Indeed, it is not particularly fitting to intone the narrative of failure here. Simply, this institutional configuration, according to Professor McAllister herself, happens to be better for (certain) environmental interests in Brazil, whereas regulatory agencies may be better somewhere else. A nod to failure, though, makes the story conform to the *idées fixes* of the field. It makes it seem more famil-

75. *Id.* at 13.
76. *See id.* at 4.
77. *Id.* at xi.
78. *Id.* at 21. (“The weakness of environmental agencies is, of course, not unique to Brazil... This chapter re-affirms the conventional wisdom that, despite the strength of Brazilian environmental laws, environmental agencies are constrained in their capacities to implement and enforce them.”).
iar, more consonant a story about Latin America and Brazil in particular.

Indeed, much scholarship on Latin America takes the form of simply repeating or retreading accepted idées. These idées may be garbed in different theoretical clothes. Contexts, problems, and situations may change, but the conceptual framework and ultimate conclusions often simply default back to the same. Professor McAllister's particular way around the field's accepted truths is a notable aspect of her book. This is not to say that the pall of accepted notions does not affect the overall analysis and impact of her work. It is indeed these background understandings that make one of her conclusions appear startling due to its simplicity. She explains, "[t]his book contends that the involvement of legal actors may provide an answer to the rule of law problem of environmental law in developing countries." In fact, the point appears too simplistic if it were taken solely to mean that the problem of nonenforcement in Brazil is that legal actors are not involved (except for the successful case of public prosecutors in environmental enforcement). But absent the disciplinary baggage, this conclusion—that directing more state resources and power to prosecutors increases enforcement—undoubtedly just makes good sense.

4. Lack of Independence

Also common to the field is the explanatory power Professor McAllister assigns the concept of legal independence. Much transnational analysis identifies lack of independence as a failing constant of law in Latin America. One recent article notes the following:

Many well-known studies of judicial independence in Latin America make what might be called monolithic and millenarian arguments. Keith Rosenn, for example, argues that all of Latin America suffers from a fairly permanent lack of judicial independence . . . .

. . . . Given the proliferation of definitions of independence used by the various scholars, if there is any surprise in the literature it is that everyone agrees that, whatever independence might be, Latin America does not have it.

80. McAllister, supra note 1, at 13 (citations omitted).
Of course, judges beholden to outside interests and forces would subvert the meaning of an "independent judiciary" in a liberal democracy. Independence, however, can have a host of different meanings.\(^8\) It may mean, in any one case, independence from other branches of government, from partisan politics, from the interests of litigants, or from any outside influence other than the law.\(^9\) In the Latin American context, in particular, one or more of these versions can always be picked as lacking.\(^9\) In effect, the consensus, as the commentator above has noted, is its permanent failure.

In any case, independence appears to be relatively straightforward in only two senses. First, as simply formal independence, it can mean a completely autonomous organizational structure with lockstep benchmarks for tenure and promotion of its members. In this way, for example, judicial decisions will be—at least as a formal matter—free of illegitimate influence at the level of judicial appointments and promotion. Second, independence also appears relatively clear in extraordinary and unlikely cases of complete institutional freedom. Where an institution is not subject to any checks or controls, its independence is definitional even if other values may be compromised.

The difficult cases, however, are all those where institutional independence is held to the countervailing requirement of accountability. And yet, scholars presume to be able to recognize the right mix and easily quantify it. Indeed, a common measure cited as proof of judicial independence is the percentage of court cases decided against the state, where the latter is a party.\(^9\) A high percentage is purported to show political autonomy. However, in actuality, it can just as well represent a high incidence of judicial excess.\(^9\) Distinguishing between political autonomy and judicial
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87. See Unger, What Should Legal Analysis Become?, supra note 14, at 74-78; see, e.g., Paul Kens, Judicial Power and Reform Politics: The Anatomy of Lochner v. New York 139 (1990) ("determining the Court's direction involves more than a count of the decisions. By emphasizing results over reasoning, these studies [showing more statutes were upheld than overruled by the U.S. Supreme Court] tend to have misinterpreted it.")
activism is more complicated to ascertain and difficult to discern than simply counting cases decided against the state.\(^8\) Additionally, judicial intervention in the area of public law tells us little about levels of neutrality and objectivity in private law matters.\(^8\) A more nuanced, qualitative analysis depends on the meaning of independence espoused. If the meaning is freedom from all outside influences, then certainly clear evidence of independence is rather unlikely as its assertion rests on a highly controversial theory about law's singular autonomy from politics and society. It can certainly be argued, at least with respect to such idealized version of law, that legal independence is simply not attainable operationally.\(^9\) Thus, the question of legal independence is more problematic than merely recognizing that it comes in degrees, as Professor McAllister states.

Independence, as an aspirational ideal, projects the achievement of faithfulness—not to ideology, politics, or oneself, but to strict enactment of "the rule of law." In other words, decisions and actions, so this theory goes, should strive to conform solely to the law. Here, too, there is a potential multiplicity of outcomes—all in good faith. These outcomes derive from alternate interpretations of the law, conflicting jurisdictions and norms, and the relative unachievability of neutral and objective decision making. Singularity of outcomes—under this meaning of independence—is primarily a produced effect and not any one practice. Certainly, the imagined possibility and repeated assertions of "independence," in specific contexts, reinforce a sense of law-ness: i.e., as the opposite of ideological, political, or personally idiosyncratic law. As such, exercising discretion in legal matters in such a way as to generate general acceptance as objective and independent is, under our current state of legal technology, rather more a complex performance than a particular practice. Regardless, in a wide array of situations, legal officials must inevitably act within zones of more or less discretion and decide among multiple and conflicting positions. Yet despite this well-known understanding of legal independence as
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88. Brinks, supra note 82, at 606 (attempting to strike the right mix: "In summary, then, a strong independent and diverse oversight body will ensure that decisions are made according to accepted standards for judicial decision making." This, however, merely displaces the problem of independence on to the oversight body, which must itself be independent, and it assumes there are clear "accepted standards for judicial decision making").

89. KENNEDY, supra note 69, at 4.

relational and practically unattainable in any sure way, its functional unachievement in Latin America is a standard diagnosis of the specific failings of law in the region. A lack of independence is thus always relatively easy to claim. It would not be difficult, for those so disposed, to consider any particular legal action as tainted by considerations or influences outside a narrow definition of law.

Professor McAllister's analysis is likewise drawn to the question of independence, not of the judiciary but of prosecutors. The evidence she marshals in this regard—not unlike past studies of Latin American judiciaries—is the number of cases investigated, filed, or settled. For Professor McAllister, high numbers signal energetic enforcement, and, conversely, low numbers signal outside constraint. Under this test, the São Paulo state and federal prosecutors and Pará federal prosecutors are independent, but the Pará state prosecutors are not. Of course, these numbers can have alternative explanations and lead to different conclusions: for example, high numbers could signal high activity lacking in priorities, coordination, or accountability. Professor McAllister herself considers this possibility about the São Paulo state prosecutors, who reported high numbers. Nevertheless, she concludes instead that the lower reported activity of Pará state prosecutors indicates their lack of independence. It may very well be that, at the end of the day, the Pará state prosecutors should have more discretion from a certain perspective, and the São Paulo ones should retain the same (or less) from some other or the same perspective. Yet the concept of independence or lack thereof, though a long-standing idée fixe about law in Latin America, is not sufficiently helpful as an analytical category here. In fact, it is actually somewhat deceptive.

The multiple meanings of this concept, moreover, are evident in its variety of uses within Professor McAllister's own conclusions. Some examples are as follows. "While not directly stated and discussed by Valente or other early commentators, the most fundamental factor constraining the state Ministério Público of Pará is its
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92. See McAllister, supra note 1, at 108-20.
93. Id. at 96-108.
94. Id. at 86-87.
95. Id. at 87.
96. See, e.g., id. at 115 (too much autonomy of the São Paulo prosecutor leads to too much control or accountability [information requests] of the São Paulo environmental agency limiting its effectiveness and ad hoc re-arranging its priorities).
lack of independence from the executive branch." Professor McAllister criticizes, in effect, the 1988 Brazilian Constitution for not going far enough in granting the Ministério Público greater autonomy. Proposals in favor of internal appointments of attorneys general and complete control over their own budgets were advanced by an organization of Brazilian prosecutors at the time. They were rejected, however, by the constitutional assembly, providing instead that state governors appoint attorneys general from a three-person slate provided by the respective public ministries and that the executive exercise budgetary controls. Notably though, "comparing the Brazilian Ministério Público with the Ministério Público in nine other countries, Kerche finds that on the spectrum of independence from political control, the Ministério Público is the extreme case of independence."

In a different sense of the meaning of independence, Professor McAllister maintains that "[d]espite the constitutional provisions that favor the political independence of the Ministério Público, Pará governors managed to retain influence over the work of the state prosecutors through their control of the state budget process and their power to appoint the attorney general." Professor McAllister's position is based on interviews of Brazilian prosecutors for this study, without much critical distance on the situations giving rise to such beliefs. However, as already noted, these conditions are not unique to the state of Pará. The same structural and functional features apply to state prosecutors in all Brazilian states. Therefore, at a minimum, the question of discretion must be understood in relation to particular cases of undue influence or in some other more disaggregated way.

In yet a different usage, Professor McAllister finds that "Pará's state prosecutors may also lack independence from city government officials in the localities where they work." In this case, the term "lack of independence" has a different sense. It refers to the fact that, due to insufficient resources, Pará state prosecutors de facto rely on municipal resources, in indirect ways, in order to carry out their work. The implication is that, as a result, prosecutors are likely to be swayed by these accidental local patrons.

97. Id. at 110.
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Id. at 65.
101. Id. at 110.
102. Id. at 108-09.
103. Id. at 111.
These various statements reflect the multiple tasks performed by the concept of independence. Certainly, at its most basic level, independence can be either positive or negative in a particular situation. Indeed, it may introduce welcome freedom from unwanted political interference, or it may usher in unbridled arbitrariness, political bias, or personal idiosyncrasy. Thus, independence is not an absolute good. It is constantly in relation to other considerations. Moreover, dependence may be a positive value when used to mean accountability. It may also be positive when referring to external influences infusing the law with corresponding societal priorities, synchronized governmental policy, or simply good management. Professor McAllister appears to sense as much—"it [independence] is a matter of degree"—although she does not disentangle the various meanings and possibly conflicting objectives signified by this concept.

Indeed, by resting her conclusion on "lack of independence," Professor McAllister forecloses a number of other promising lines of inquiry. Her conclusion preempts a number of other questions alluded to but not explored in the text. For example, how can the individual autonomy of prosecutors be reconciled with countervailing concerns such as individual civil liberties; prosecutorial accountability; office and individual case coordination; desirable levels of discretion in specialized agencies; proper priorities of regulatory agencies faced with legal sanctions for noncompliance with prosecutorial demands; and the balance of prosecutorial time spent on environmental versus other matters of social and collective concern? Additionally, the goal of more independence may have different meanings for the prosecutors interviewed, potentially manifesting their frustration—possibly tactically—against incomplete autonomy, insufficient resources, individual reactions to particular cases, an antagonistic superior, and the like. Relatedly, how does "lack of independence" clarify the differences
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107. See generally Rosangela Batista Calvancanti, The Effectiveness of Law, in ENFORCING THE RULE OF LAW: SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE NEW LATIN AMERICAN DEMOCRACIES 34 (E. Peruzzotti & C. Smulovitz eds., 2006) (noting competing claims upon Ministério Público resources from different societal interests, the general limitation of administrative discretion in favor of Ministério Público "strict legal enforcement" actions, and potential overreliance on Ministério Público by civil society groups possibly leading to their demobilization).
between São Paulo state and Pará state where both offices operate under the same structural framework? If the difference is a matter of perception, as suggested in the text, then what contributes to that perception and how does this book—arguing actual lack of independence—contribute to that construction?

In sum, *idées fixes* are often interjected as default diagnoses or generic conclusions when the actual complexities are hard to resolve, or when political conflicts are not easily reconcilable. It is a common place to end. Some form of external dependence—cast negatively—is highlighted in order to confirm the general theme. While the charge of undue influence may be justified in particular cases, if the level of independence imagined is law's complete autonomy or some composite mix of different meanings of independence, then Latin America's legal institutions must assuredly always fail the test. In any case, the congealment of certain *idées fixes*—such as this one—limits broader analysis and options for reform.

B. Anthropologizing the Law

The unrelenting background notion that Latin American laws and legal structures present only part—and a small part at that—of the picture of legality in these countries is also difficult to demystify. There is a well-developed literature on the region that social norms—variously characterized as informal law, law in action, society, and legal pluralism—are as important as, if not more important than, state law.108 Professor McAllister summarizes the conventional wisdom in the following way:

Studies of Brazilian legal culture reveal the extent to which the cultural dimension of the rule of law has been lacking. Brazilians often quip that some law simply "stay on paper" ("ficar no papel") and "that are laws that catch on, and other that don't" ("há lei que pega, e lei que não pega"). Moreover, Brazil is the land of the "jeito," by which those political and social connections have ways to get around or "bend the law." The jeito, which includes not only conventional corruption but also situations where a public servant deviates from the law because it is unrealistic or unjust, has been the norm rather than the exception in many areas of law. A 1996 survey of law students in the Brazilian state of Rio de Janeiro revealed that only 6% believed that conflicts in Brazil were principally resolved through the law and legal institutions; 94% considered the jeito or the "law of the strongest" to be predominant. In a Brazilian public opinion sur-

108. See, e.g., Professor McAllister's citations to this body of literature. McAllister, supra note 1, at 10-13.
vey, 82% agreed that Brazilians disobey most laws and 80% agreed that only the poor have to obey the law. The application of law in Brazil is perceived as highly socially contingent.109

While some version of this account is applicable everywhere, in Latin America it has been endowed with a particular salience.110 Its effect, ultimately, is that mainstream national legal discourse—from a transnational perspective—is significantly downgraded. Such discursive practices are presumed limited to a small sector of society—the Europeanized elite.111 And even within the Europeanized elite, they are often seen as mostly symbolic.

This schematization of legal systems in the region has the effect of anthropologizing the field of law. Anthropologizing law, as used here, is different than simply contextualizing the law or linking law to society and social interests.112 Rather, it advances the idea that state law is practically irrelevant and that normative choices are made primarily by the people through other, informal, and social means. This overall direction suggests that sociological or anthropological methods are better suited than legal analysis.113 The stress on informal law or divergent social practices calls for analysis not unlike that applied to primitive cultures or native populations studied for their particular cosmologies.114 In a similar way, Latin America's state law appears not amenable to the same type of legal reasoning and legal-political debates as in the United States or Europe. It is perceived as predominantly a mix of exclusive elite politics and passive symbolic representations.115 Thus, law is seen as more the province of the social sciences than legal debate. One commentator has described it as follows:

109. *Id.* at 12 (citations omitted).

110. See Professor McAllister's own observation that "Canadian regulators lowered their expectations and bent the rules when confronted with noncompliant pulp mills. Similarly, Gunningham (1987) found that the lack of prosecution in the regulation of Australian asbestos mines led to "negotiated non-compliance" with ultimately fatal results." *Id.* at 15.
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The best available American legal scholarship on Latin American legal institutions has been weighted toward what a Latin American lawyer would label as empirical studies rather than a straight juridical (i.e., technical and conceptual) analysis of legal norms. The viewpoint of Anglo-American legal scholars on Latin American legal problems generally does not make much sense to the typical Latin American jurist.\textsuperscript{116} This anthropologizing tendency presents a certain picture of law and legal institutions as a record of political decisions made elsewhere and, alternately, a catalogue of political demands that remain unmet.\textsuperscript{117} In either case, each picture merely records—in an unmediated way—the individual and societal bargains struck separately in the body politic. As such, they register the resulting arrangements, but are not believed as significantly acting upon or determining outcomes in concrete struggles—except possibly in some inappropriate way. This persistent perception significantly discredits participation in local legal modes of engagement.

The "law on the books" and, consequently, debates about such law seem like a shallow or ritualistic exercise, indeed. The interplay of legal arguments and positions taken by legal actors, in the wake of this critique, appear all largely disingenuous.\textsuperscript{118} As such, transnational analysis quickly jumps to party politics, clientelistic networks, and personal influence and corruption as explanations for legal decision making.\textsuperscript{119} Without such standard references and hedges included, representations of law for transnational audiences appear woefully incomplete, seemingly unaccompanied by an account of the real "law in action." Indeed, this perspective adopts a deeply critical view of law as just pure politics or corruption, in Latin America. These accounts have the effect of suggesting that formal law is thus largely irrelevant—or pretextual—in the face of predominantly extralegal practices.

The relationship between law and social practices—and their purportedly exceptional divide in Latin America—is not really my focus here.\textsuperscript{120} More pertinent for my purposes are the particularities of the transnational legal field within legal discourse in the region. As a significant source of knowledge production, the former widely shapes the attitudes and perspectives of jurists, law stu-
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Moreover, due to its global politics, transnational legal analysis forms the basis for internationally supported law reform. Considered this way, this field can—on a spectrum—either more horizontally engage a range of local actors and their projects or more limitedly engage only other similarly inflected transnational interventions. Certainly, as noted above, all forms of legal writing—from the more traditional doctrine to transnational legal discourse, project evaluations, and empirical work, such as Professor McAllister’s book—contribute to the operation of legal institutions. The current limitations of the transnational genre, however, narrow the field of debate and privilege positions fitting conventional forms.

C. False Cognates

For the transnational observer-participant, engaging other legal systems is subject to a number of pitfalls. There are those pitfalls specific to Latin America listed above. But there are others common to all comparative work. For example, Merryman has noted that “[m]uch of the Italian doctrine may seem strange and unreal to the American observer . . . it is easy, too easy, to criticize Italian legal thought. By emphasizing its extremes and ignoring its context one can make it appear ridiculous.”122 Some examples are contained in the following sections.

The notion of “false cognates,” for instance, describes the surface similarity of certain common terms and references that may actually signify something different. As used here, it refers to the specificity of legal discourse in any one place. References consist of authorities, sources, and positions marshaled in quite contextual ways. From an outside perspective, such legal arguments may seem anachronistically formalist, oddly imitative of European jurists, stylistically obfuscating, theoretically unsophisticated, or simply unrecognizable in a myriad of ways. Thus, it would be quite difficult to engage in such legal politics in any earnest, participatory manner. The transnational participant-observer, therefore, would likely not take positions in the same stylistic and conventional manner as jurists operating in that genre.

False cognates, in the way described here, highlight the varying meanings of legal theories or legal authorities in particular con-

122. Merryman, supra note 5, at 63.
texts. Specific ideas and individual scholars may come to stand for different propositions and political valences in different places. In this way, for example, Ronald Dworkin or Hans Kelsen—mentioned earlier—could play quite different roles and represent quite different political constituencies across a variety of arenas.\textsuperscript{123} The quite accepted view of Kelsen, in Latin America, as the chief—if not lone—architect of the region’s modern positivism has already been noted. This view may be contrasted with a view of Kelsen as the inspiration for post-WWII constitutional courts in Europe and advocate of constitutional review powers by a high court.\textsuperscript{124} It is also different from Kelsen as a pragmatist in the international law context, explicitly skeptical of outward forms and empty philosophizing.\textsuperscript{125} Alternately, Kelsen can be viewed as a defender of the objectivity and neutrality of liberal legality in the wake of more radical critiques of the law’s interpretative indeterminacy, while still accepting some of the insights of those critiques.\textsuperscript{126}

In a different example, Dworkin is typically understood in the United States as a rather mainstream supporter of generic liberal legalism.\textsuperscript{127} While he acknowledges the multiplicity of legal materials suggesting their apparent plasticity, he also provides a comforting response against more radical critics.\textsuperscript{128} Indeed, Dworkin provides a way of reconciling the competing tensions, objectives, and policies underlying the common law and legal interpretation more generally. Under a broader structural umbrella, he provides an amount of certainty and nonpoliticalness, ultimately, to the system of law.\textsuperscript{129} In this way, Dworkin is understood as a response to legal realism and even to critical legal studies on the indeterminacy of law and its camouflaged politics.

By contrast, in the past decade, Dworkin has been embraced as a more radical champion in certain Latin American countries. In Colombia, for example, defenders of the expansive jurisprudence
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of the Colombian Constitutional Court have embraced his theories as a justification for the court’s opinions. Indeed, Dworkin provides the bases for a widely contextual and responsive judicial decision making. This, no doubt, goes beyond his self-stated reassurances of judicial constraint as a function of legal precedents and principles associated with the common law. Dworkin’s emphasis on judicial practice and the Herculean task of judges in reconciling often-competing legal authorities from his perspective within the common-law tradition, however, make him particularly appealing to actors interested in defending the more daring and controversial decisions of Colombia’s high court. Moreover, in Brazil, for example, Dworkin is seen by some as too radical. One commentator rejects Dworkin, associating him with the Brazilian Supreme Court’s excessive discretion. The Brazilian Supreme Court, in a Marbury-like fashion, has assumed the power of constitutional review over amendments to the constitution, thus making itself the final word on any political change short of revolution.

These more recent judicial practices in Latin America are controversial in their own particular ways. Commonly, civilian judges are projected as mere “mouthpieces of the law.” Certainly, in the constitutional realm, these constraints are somewhat loosened. The danger, however, is that these constitutional opinions may be deemed thoroughly political and thus not law at all. Additionally, many of these decisions, in the Colombian context, for example, were handed down in the context of tutela proceedings. Tutela proceedings are individual rights of action claiming a constitutional
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The Court's decisions have no *erga omnes* effects and are not binding precedent. Dworkin, more precisely, provides a way of reconciling the potential multiplicity of judicial outcomes while at the same time ensuring the legal nature of the final decision. Thus, he and his work have been mobilized by legal actors in Colombia to serve as patron authority for the institutionality and legality of the court. This often extends to defending the most controversial and political-seeming decisions. From a conservative perspective within these legal battles, both Dworkin in Colombia and Dworkin in Brazil thus seem pretty radical.

The fact that ideas and their proponents may be marshaled quite differently in other discursive fields is not very surprising. National law is typically structured in rather particular ways. Like anywhere else, it is shaped by the projects and politics and the critiques and alternative projects championed within the field over time. This is equally the case in the context of Latin America. As such, legal discourse in Latin American countries has its own specificities. A useful comparison is the way in which legal transplants are commonly described to take different forms in their new environments. Similarly, legal ideas and their authors may take different forms and political valences in local legal debates.

In the United States, for example, the U.S. tradition is believed to be quite distinctive as a result of legal realist critiques and countervailing responses and defenses by supporters of liberal liberalism. The civilian tradition, by contrast, is widely understood as anchored in the school of exegesis, with its particularly narrow style of judicial opinion and the always defensive posture of promoters of more outwardly contextual and policy-oriented judicial decision making. As a result of these and other landmark influences, certain legal positions and authorities can be read quite differently across fields. Thus, in the Dworkin example, he passes from defender of legal liberalism in the United States—against the assault of legal realism and critical legal studies—to the challenger
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of legal exegesis and champion of legal realism in Colombia and Brazil.

Although quite explainable, these differences can be misleading. Particularly in the context of transnational scholarship, not understanding these shifts reduces the possibility of horizontal engagement with participants in local discursive fields. First, many local interlocutors may be seen simply to have misunderstood the transnational authorities or positions they are marshaling. This apparent misunderstanding produces a distancing effect. A transnational commentator may feel compelled either to correct the misunderstanding or to describe the debate in sociological terms. In the former case, intervention may take the form of explaining the real Dworkin, Kelsen, or some other authority. Shorn of the local context, this type of transnational intervention, however, may have little impact. Also, it could lead to the opposite of intended effects. The latter situation is exemplified by the results, surprising Law and Development scholars in the 1970s, in which defending legal realism merely strengthened the legal instrumentalism of authoritarian governments. Understandably, the most committed progressives in the movement pulled away from these efforts.

Alternatively, if not correcting the misunderstanding, a transnational commentator may be prone to note the curious use of the authorities and attempt only to describe the ways in which they are used—i.e., to map them. Indeed, scholars associated with both the New Approaches to International Law and the Latcrit South-North project—on different but parallel tracks—have been actively engaged in such projects. Participants have sought to connect with critical streams of scholarship in the global South. As a first step, they have sought to map the lines of legal-political debate in the region. While this exercise surely provides a better understanding of the legal actors and their intellectual tools, it still does not bridge the gap of dialogic engagement and horizontal participa-
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tion. In fact, this route parallels some of the sections described earlier above. A positive next step would entail a common ground of engagement in which transnational commentators can participate more widely in legal institutions across the region.

D. Different Dialects

Another impediment to transnational engagement is that similar legal concepts and critiques may be expressed in different ways across legal traditions and national legal histories. This impediment is analogous to the notion of false cognates, expressed above, but it refers instead to similar concepts garbed in different outward forms. Thus, a casual transnational focus may not easily reveal similar notions that inform legal practices across localities. This is the case since effectively equivalent notions may be quite differently expressed. Thus, the same idea in a different jurisprudential context can be missed if it strays too far from the familiar. Alternatively, different ideas having the same functional effect can easily be overlooked.

In this line, some simple examples may be drawn from theories about law’s nature and legal interpretation. These topics have been the frequent subjects of much comparative law scholarship. Because comparisons of common law and civilian systems are the most abundant, a number of functional jurisprudential equivalents across these two traditions are well known. These are not, however, the only parallels. A more detailed list could be produced by comparing particular national legal histories and jurisprudence. Indeed, the “mapping” of alternative jurisprudential currents in other jurisdictions, as noted above, is an important first step. Some critical transnationalists have begun to document a wealth of lesser known and often subordinate ideas and positions advanced by local legal actors.¹⁴⁶

More specifically, the examples that follow further explain the point. Conceptual formalism in the form of Langdellian classical legal thought, for instance, has some striking parallels to the continental school of exegesis, the German Pandectist school, and Aus-
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coe Pound's sociological jurisprudence, 1960s law and society, and law-in-context ideas, in similar fashion, greatly resemble the interpretive methods of François Gény and the sociological comparativism of René David in France, and, more contemporarily, the legal formants of Rodolfo Sacco in Italy. Granted, this is a fast and dirty list. It leaves out much nuance and complexity in these cursory references to broad jurisprudential theories and movements. For my purposes, it is sufficient to suggest that quite similar legal ideas appear in different jurisprudential contexts under varying forms and monikers.

One would misperceive U.S. jurisprudence for example if, under the impression that the common law is case-based, problem solving, and relatively uncodified, legal formalism was believed limited to a superseded past. Alternatively, one would misunderstand much civilian jurisprudence if, under the belief that the civil law is code-based and exegetical, contextual and policy-oriented legal interpretation was thought non-existent. These instances of misrecognition lead to significant misunderstandings. They may occur for different reasons. As noted above, the concepts may be articulated differently as a result of the local epistemic context, its particular trajectory, and the specific idiosyncrasies of their proponents.

Additionally, certain notions may appear at different historical periods and thus may seem quite unrelated. In some cases, some notions may have gained more prominence in one jurisprudential locale than another. For example, legal realism is widely recognized as constitutive of mainstream legal consciousness in the United States today. Yet, an analogous set of ideas articulated by French legal scholars at the turn of the twentieth century is not recognized as equally influential in contemporary France. The underlying ideas of French legal realists do—to some degree—inform contemporary French and civilian legal practices, in effect. The distinction, therefore, between concepts that actually inform legal practices and those that are, in addition, overtly recognized as informing such legal practice is potentially another reason for the differences. In any case, the fuller jurisprudential spectrum of a particular locale may not be immediately apparent. As such, one or only a few aspects—no doubt the most salient-
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seeming—could be mistakenly taken as a full explanation of a particular legal system as a whole. In this way, the casual transnational legal scholar may produce a quite wooden or, stated differently, one-dimensional representation. If this image then forms the basis for a diagnosis of law's shortcomings, then the remedy suggested—if one were to be proposed—would quite likely run awry.

In the Latin American context, 1960s law and development, again, provides an example, in the form of its diagnoses of excessive formalism and lack of legal realism. These explanations of the problem with local legal systems were associated with economic underdevelopment. The importation of U.S.-style legal realism, chiefly by way of the pragmatic, case-method, policy-oriented legal education, was the remedy proposed. This outlook, however, ignored the already present notions of legal realism within the traditions and national jurisprudence of many Latin American countries—whether through the major civilian transnational sources or more local jurisprudential production. Specifically, German historicism and French sociological jurisprudence, as has been noted already by some commentators, provided a more familiar source for the same objectives sought by developmentalists—and probably better domesticated than the purely instrumental-seeming legal realism. Alternatively, additional sources within the particular national histories and local jurisprudential debates would have been available as well. Indeed, at the time of early law-and-development effort, a number of regional initiatives were underway seeking to transform legal education and interpretative methods. Transnational legal actors missed an opportunity to engage more significantly in debates of reform of legal education and alternative legal interpretation methods by failing to learn the local legal dialects.

Rather, developmentalists mistook the legal landscape in Latin America as an imagined earlier version of U.S. legal culture. The image was of late nineteenth and early twentieth century class-
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ical formalism, the principal image of that period's legal consciousness. And the 1960s reading of turn-of-the-century formalism—relevant to the first generation of law and development practitioners—found that this mode of legal reasoning was wrong politically and wrong as a matter of theory. Of course, the charge of formalism is not a rejection of logical reasoning or conceptual categories all together but is rather an expression of deep skepticism about certain types of legal reasoning. Specifically, it rejects the possibility of deriving clear answers past a certain level of abstraction in nonconflicting and noncontradictory ways. The cut-off for suitable legal reasoning is, however, completely socially contingent. And the post-classical-legal-thought U.S. preference is simply a function of the subsequent socially constructed consensus on the basis of contemporary determinants of convincing legal analysis. This convincing or acceptable form of legal analysis can be viewed as a performative act to which mainstream legal operators would generally accede. It can also be viewed phenomenologically as intellectual work within a particular paradigm of knowledge or consciousness. In any case, regardless of one's background theory about the sources of "thinking like a lawyer," its particularity and contingency cannot be denied.

The more Manichean perception of formalism versus pragmatism projected onto Latin America at the time, however, had the effect of advocating against the locally constructed consensus on what constitutes convincing legal reasoning. As such, much of the richness of Latin American legal production was missed. Indeed, the quite impressive jurisprudential pedigree of European and civilian legal traditions was, for all effective purposes, ignored. Rather, development scholars viewed such references as signs of mere juristic elitism and transplanted cultural non sequiturs. The jurisprudential activity of local actors was also significantly ignored, relegated to a mind-numbing legal formalism that appeared to explain the whole of the legal culture, and provided, presumably, its sufficient explanation. Thus, operating on the basis of this perceived one-dimensionality of an unmitigated legal formalism, the natural remedy appeared to be U.S.-style legal realism, the historically hailed antidote to the wrong reasoning and bad results of an anachronistic classical formalism.
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E. Hegemonic Legality

By the term hegemonic legality, I refer to two different phenomena. The first refers to the hegemony of developed country law and jurisprudence within the prevailing paradigm of transnationalism. This does not mean that U.S. and other international scholars are inappropriately or uninformedly forcing their beliefs on Latin Americans. This discursive construct rather is shared by some scholars located in both the United States and Latin America. And the particular notions or limitations described here are equally common.

Not all interests affected by legal struggle in Latin America, however, have equal access to transnational platforms. As a result, transnational legal operators may sustain a somewhat insular dialogue. Highlighting the agency and contribution of specific Latin Americans within these circuits may be a positive step; it does not address, however, the representational and political imbalances reinforced by the same transnationalism. In fact, some have suggested that the benefits of transnationalism are limited to Latin Americans who have studied in the United States or who share other connections with U.S. experts. Moreover, access to transnational circuits may be circumscribed by the interests and concerns of the participants with the greater resources. The point could be made that transnationalism, rather than introducing more resource-rich actors into legal arenas in other locales, instead draws adherents from the periphery into the political and intellectual questions of interest at the center. In any case, Dezelay and Garth have already chronicled how Latin American legal scholars are often able to parlay their connections at the center into powerful interventions in their home legal-political arenas. They, for example, might harness the clout of relationships at Wisconsin or capitalize on the stature of studies at Harvard. Whether or not
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first-world sponsors actually turn their attention to engage the local specificity of legal controversies in the periphery, their imprimatur strengthens the hand of the cosmopolitan Latin American legal actor in "palace wars" waged at home.165

The addition of more and more varied transnationalists to the field may lessen some of these effects. Numbers are still quite small. Then again, as already noted, additional adepts from Latin America are no automatic antidote to the epistemic disconnects identified here. Many of the conventional modes are commonly shared by U.S. and Latin American proponents alike. Moreover, at U.S. institutions, individuals from abroad are faced with all the same limitations. They must still appeal to the established leaders in their areas, student editors at law journals, accepted parameters of review for promotion and tenure, and all the same entrenched difficulties identified throughout this Essay. In these ways, the hegemony of developed country and particularly U.S.-supported legal forms frame the range of communication and dominant concepts advanced.

A second meaning intended by the hegemonic legality reference is an attitude not often openly expressed but still close to the surface. It is the expectation that Latin American states are geopolitically subordinate to U.S. power. This idea may be viewed as a hyperrealist position or simply cold cynicism. Such a perspective, however, maintains that regardless of the various positions that may be supported in the periphery, U.S. policies and U.S.-backed interests will prevail over other contenders. Thus, on any substantial matter, contrary positions or alternatives advanced by Latin Americans—expressed in the form of legal rules, policies, or institutions—but not backed by significant U.S. support are ultimately irrelevant. If the stakes are high enough, contrary positions either will be defeated or, if enacted, will be de jure or de facto displaced.

Under this assumption, the broader local vernacular is thus simply not worth engaging. In fact, it provides an automatic answer to provocative questions such as, "Why do we need to know what Latin Americans think about law, anyway?" This query might sound like a caricature invented here for purposes of dramatic effect. But it is in fact a question I have heard in this same form and in other indirect ways. The following passage is an extreme example:

What concerns me is the fact that for many of our Latin-Americanists the intensive study of their subject merely kindles their subconscious hostility to it . . . . For us [North Americans] the

---
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Latin-American is the peon or *pistolero*, and not—as he might be for occasional Frenchmen—the poet or jurist.\textsuperscript{166}

In any case, for the variety of reasons explained here and surely others I have missed, the discursive dimension of law in Latin America is underappreciated. It is afflicted by a “loss of faith,” as that concept has been elaborated by Duncan Kennedy in relation to rights talk and legal reasoning in the United States.\textsuperscript{167} Kennedy, speaking in the context of the United States, identifies specific experiences provoking faithlessness in the rational coherence of rights, leading him to assert that “[i]f you have lost your faith in the mediating power of legal rights discourse, having come to experience it as no more than a form of ideologically permeable policy talk, then you are not likely to see . . . forms of lay [rights and legal] discourse as any different.”\textsuperscript{168} In a different yet parallel fashion, one of the “limitations” of legal transnationalism identified in this Essay can also be described as a sort of faithlessness in “law talk” internal to Latin America. Significantly for Kennedy, faithlessness in law’s legitimation, however, is different than faithlessness in legal authority: “[faithlessness in rights or legal reasoning] might mean loss of faith in *law*, or in legal authority, as well. But . . . the critique and loss of faith in legal rights reasoning does not necessarily imply a loss of faith in *normativity* in general.”\textsuperscript{169}

Shedding a different light on the question, Doris Sommer has explained and endorsed the benefits of sustaining a “double-consciousness.”\textsuperscript{170} Double-consciousness is meant to describe the ability to participate in at least two different cultural paradigms at the same time.\textsuperscript{171} The concept can also be applied to the different discursive contexts straddled by transnational legal work. Sommer believes that “[d]ouble consciousness may be our best cultural safeguard for democratic practice, because doubleness won’t allow the meanness of one thought, one striving, one measure of value.”\textsuperscript{172} This may be something to keep in mind.
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V. Conclusion

The current practices of much U.S.–Latin American legal transnationalism are inflected in particular ways. These are certainly afflicted by all the normal obstacles attendant to comparative work. But beyond such constraints, certain epistemic disjunctures also impact the field. Outwardly, these differences appear in a number of ways. For example, law in Latin America is anthropologized. The prevalence of extralegal practices in the region is taken as evidence of a different cultural conception of law, rather than simply part of the modernist system of law in place. Certain beliefs and inherent contradictions of law have become permanent diagnoses and inescapable conclusions. As such, “Kelsen,” “the un-rule of law,” and “lack of independence,” along with some others, are often accepted as the definitive word. Legal debate within the region appears to present an impenetrable house of mirrors. Concepts of legal theory—common in the United States—are found missing in the region. Law always appears to be behind, possibly because of these concepts’ refraction through civilian legal terminology or their particular configuration in local contexts. Additionally, a self-reinforcing practice of limited engagement and an unstated belief in the dominance of the global center all contribute to the current version of legal transnationalism.

The argument here is not that transnationalism should embody a single, correct form or set of practices. Nor is the point that transnationalists must engage national or doctrinal legal debates in the same terms. Certainly, the latter represent only some of the many different approaches to questions of legal governance. By way of example, advocates of legal pluralism usually sidestep detailed analysis of state law in favor of defending separate jurisdictions and autochthonous community norms. Critical legal scholars reject liberal legal reform and instead challenge the internal consistency and systemic effects of modern legal systems. Identity critics, in turn, advance liberal gains on their own terms and, simultaneously, denounce the racial subordination produced by current laws and institutions. These various approaches are not involved in one sole debate and do not necessarily address a single or unitary audience. It should be noted, though, that these different approaches may also fall liable to some of the same criticisms described in this Essay.

In any case, the currently dominant mode of U.S.–Latin American legal transnationalism is both privileged and played on the stage of reforming state law and legal institutions. As such, it can-
not be easily dismissed. Troublingly, its practice forcefully skews national legal-political debate in the region and instrumentally narrows the imaginable array of local policy options. Moreover, its conventions contribute to the frustration felt with legal institutions in the region. Such limitations, however, are not necessary consequences of transnational engagement. Identifying the fault lines—as this Essay has proposed to do—may begin to transcend some of the more counterproductive features. Possibly, once pretences and fantasies about the law are eased away, we can begin to advance projects and beliefs transnationally in ways that can reinforce lawness throughout the region.